
The Unbelievable Adventure of Magic Animal
Rescue: Maggie And The Flying Horse!
Prepare to be amazed as we delve into the enchanting world of "Magic Animal
Rescue: Maggie And The Flying Horse". This extraordinary book takes readers
on a thrilling and magical adventure, filled with unforgettable characters,
mysterious creatures, and heartwarming moments.

If you're in search of a captivating story that combines the allure of magic, the
beauty of friendship, and the power of courage, then look no further – "Magic
Animal Rescue: Maggie And The Flying Horse" is the perfect choice for you.



Unveiling the Storyline

"Magic Animal Rescue: Maggie And The Flying Horse" written by E.D. Baker is
not your ordinary tale. It follows the remarkable journey of Maggie, a young girl
with a heart full of curiosity and a deep love for animals. Her life takes an
unexpected turn when she discovers a secret attic in her grandmother's house –
a gateway to a world where magic and adventure prevail.
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With every turn of the page, readers are transported to the fantastical land of
Rilporin, where mythical creatures exist and the impossible becomes possible.
Maggie's discovery of the magical attic brings her face-to-face with a flying horse
named Buckskin and a group of animal friends who seek her help. Together, they
embark on a quest to save the enchanted land from an evil sorcerer who
threatens its very existence.

The Marvelous Characters

One of the reasons why "Magic Animal Rescue: Maggie And The Flying Horse" is
so spellbinding is its cast of memorable characters. Maggie is a relatable and
courageous protagonist who is not afraid to stand up for what she believes in. Her
determination and love for animals make her the perfect hero for this
extraordinary adventure.

Buckskin, the flying horse, is a majestic and intelligent creature who captures
readers' hearts with his bravery and charismatic personality. From talking foxes to
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mischievous ravens, E.D. Baker weaves a tapestry of unique individuals that
each play a vital role in Maggie's quest.

Themes of Friendship and Courage

At its core, "Magic Animal Rescue: Maggie And The Flying Horse" is a tale of
friendship and courage. Throughout the book, the power of true companionship is
emphasized as Maggie and her animal friends work together to overcome
obstacles and save their beloved land from destruction.

The book also beautifully showcases the power of courage, as Maggie and her
companions face countless challenges and dangers along their journey. It
teaches readers the importance of bravery in the face of adversity and inspires
them to believe in themselves, even when the odds seem insurmountable.

A Message of Hope and Imagination

"Magic Animal Rescue: Maggie And The Flying Horse" not only entertains
readers with its captivating storyline but also delivers a powerful message of hope
and imagination. It encourages children to embrace their imagination, to believe
in the extraordinary, and to recognize the magic that exists in the world around
them.

Through the adventures of Maggie and her friends, readers become immersed in
a world where anything is possible, reminding them of the limitless boundaries of
their own imaginations.

"Magic Animal Rescue: Maggie And The Flying Horse" is a captivating and
magical book that transports readers to a world brimming with adventure,
friendship, and courage. With its unforgettable characters, enchanting storyline,
and inspiring messages, this book is a must-read for both children and adults



alike. So get ready to embark on a journey like no other, where imagination
knows no bounds and magic is just a page away.
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From beloved author E. D. Baker comes a brand-new, illustrated chapter book
series featuring a spirited heroine and the magical animals and creatures she
encounters!

Eight-year-old Maggie has a keen eye for noticing things in the Enchanted Forest
that no one else does -- like unicorns, griffins, and tiny flying horses with wings.
One day while Maggie is herding sheep with her pesky stepbrother, she stumbles
upon an injured flying horse. The only way to help the horse is to take it to a
kindly stableman named Bob, who cares for many different magical animals! But
in order to do so, Maggie must set out on her own and journey through the
Enchanted Forest, which is full of dangerous trolls and goblins who get in her
way. Will Maggie reach Bob in time to save her new friend?

This new, black-and-white illustrated series is perfect for fans of Princess Ponies,
Magic Horses, and Critter Club.
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Look for the more books in the Magic Animal Rescue series:
Maggie and the Wish Fish
Maggie and the Unicorn
Maggie and the Flying Pigs

And these other magical series by E.D. Baker:

Tales of the Frog Princess
The Wide-Awake Princess
The Fairy-Tale Matchmaker
More Than a Princess

and more!

Ancient History Of China: China - The Emerging
Superpower
China's rich and captivating history dates back thousands of years, with
its ancient civilization leaving an indelible mark on the world. From
remarkable inventions and...

The Most Legendary Creatures From Greek
Mythology
Greek mythology is rich with fascinating stories and legendary creatures
that have captivated people throughout centuries. These mythical beings,
often possessing...
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Unveiling the Fascinating History of Woolly
Mammoths!
The Era of Giants Imagine a world covered in ice and roaming with
gigantic beasts that would dwarf today's largest elephants. This was the
era of the woolly...

Once Upon Curse: Tales Of The Frog Princess -
Revealing the Enchanting Stories
Once upon a time, in a faraway land, there existed an enchanting
collection of stories called "Once Upon Curse: Tales Of The Frog
Princess." Bursting with captivating...

Why Violetta Admires Viola Desmond Baker: A
Tale of Courage and Inspiration
When it comes to trailblazers in the fight against racial discrimination and
inequality, Viola Desmond Baker is a name that should never be
forgotten. Her impactful journey...

The Dragon Princess: Tales of the Frog
Princess
Once upon a time, in a faraway land filled with enchantment and mystery,
there lived a beautiful princess named Lily. But Lily was no ordinary
princess. She had a secret - a...
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No Place For Magic Tales Of The Frog Princess
- Discover Enchanting Worlds
What do you get when you combine fairy tales, magic, adventure, and a
strong-willed princess? A captivating book series known as "Tales of the
Frog Princess," with one of...

Magic Animal Rescue: Maggie And The Flying
Pigs - A Whimsical Adventure
Join Maggie on an extraordinary journey with flying pigs! Imagine a world
where magical animals exist, and an ordinary girl named Maggie has the
power to communicate with...
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